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Figure 3. Results from reflection detection and removal algorithm. (a) Original Image. (b) Detected reflected areas. (c) Reflection regions and
their neighbors. (d) Reflection removal.
that overcomes the previously described disadvantage.
The proposed method is derived from an observation
that the reflected areas have different intensities, in term
of lightness, compared to non-reflected areas. In fact,
the intensity of a reflection is gradually increased from
dark to light. So, we can remove reflections by raising
the lightness of these areas to slightly match with non-
reflected ones while still preserving textures.
However, the intensity of non-reflected regions varies
greatly. Hence, this poses a problem of determining
a suitable intensity value to match with the reflected
area. In order to scope with this problem, a meanshift
filtering algorithm is applied on the H channel of
the input image. The meanshift filtering segments the
image into separated regions based on their colors. It
also localizes each region with a uniform color intensity.
Usually, a reflected area is adjacent to one or more
non-reflected areas. Let R indicates the reflected area.
Among all neighbors of R, the one that has the closest
similarity in chromaticity (H value) is chosen as the
best-fit region. Then, the average chromaticity value
among of the chosen segment is computed. Afterwards,
we re-scale the reflected area chromaticity value to the
computed value.
Still, there is one small issue that needs to be consid-
ered. Changing the chromaticity values of the reflection
surface often causes wrong colors. In this case, if the
difference between the reflected area value and the best-
fit region average value is larger than a certain thresh-
old, the shadowed area value is not changed. Finally, all
remaining edges are smoothed with a Gaussian mask.
The result of this process can be shown in Figure 3(c).
3 Headlight Reflection
The problem of headlight reflection usually occurs in
low lighting conditions, such as at dusk or nighttime.
Figure 4 shows strong headlight reflection on the wet
road surface that causes undesirable and challenging
problems.
In common sense, the vehicle headlights possess the
highest intensity value in the image. However, strong
reflections on the wet road surface may have as high
intensity value as the headlights, and hence greatly
deteriorate the performance of traditional methods.
This paper provides a headlight detection and removal
method which consists of two steps.
Firstly, we identify the headlights’ location. Based on
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that overcomes the previously described disadvantage.
The proposed method is derived from an observation
that the reflected areas have diff r nt intensitie , in t rm
of lightness, compared t non-reflected areas. In fact,
the intensity of a reflection is gradually increased from
dark to light. So, we can remove reflections by raising
the lightness of these areas to slightly match with non-
reflected ones while still preserving textures.
However, the intensity of n n-reflected regions varies
greatly. Hence, this poses problem of determining
a suitable intensity value to match with the reflected
area. In order to scope with this problem, a means ift
filtering algorithm is applied on the H channel of
the input image. The meanshift filtering segments the
image into separated regions based on their colors. It
also localizes each region with a uniform color intensity.
Usually, a reflected area i adjacent to one or more
non-reflected areas. Let R indicates the reflected area.
Among all neighbors of R, the one that as the closest
similarity in chromaticity (H value) is chosen as the
best-fit region. Then, the averag chromaticity valu
among of the chosen segment is computed. Aft rwards,
we re-scale the reflected area chromaticity value to the
computed value.
Still, there is on small issue that needs to be consid-
ered. Changing the chromaticity values of the reflection
surface often causes wrong colors. In thi case, if the
difference between the reflected area valu and the best-
fit region average value is lar er than cert in thresh-
old, the hadowed area value is not changed. Finally, all
remaining edges are smoothed with a Gaussian mask.
The result of this process can be sh wn in Figure 3(c).
3 Headlight Reflection
The problem of headlight reflection usually occurs in
low lighting conditions, such as at dusk or nighttime.
Figure 4 shows strong headlight reflection on t wet
road surface that causes undesi able and hallenging
problems.
In comm n sens , the vehicle headlights possess the
highest intensity value in t image. However, strong
reflections on th wet road surface may have as high
intensity value as the headlights, and hence gr tly
deteriorate the performance f traditional methods.
This paper provi es a headlight detection and removal
method which consists of two steps.
Firstly, we identify the headlights’ location. Based on
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Figure 3. Res lts from reflection detection and rem val algorithm. ( ) Original Image. (b) Detected reflected areas. (c) Refl ction regions a
their neighbors. (d) Reflection removal.
that overcomes the previously described disadvantage.
The proposed method is derived from an observ ti n
that the reflected areas have different intensities, in te m
of lightness, compared to non-reflected areas. In fact,
the intensity of a reflection is gradually incre sed from
dark to light. S , we can remove reflections by raising
the lightness of these areas to slightly matc with non-
reflected ones while still preserving t xtures.
However, the int nsity of non-reflected gions varies
greatly. Hence, this poses a roblem of d termining
a suitable intensity value o match with the r flec ed
area. In order to scope with this p oblem, a meanshift
filtering algorithm is applied on the H channel of
the input image. The m ans ift filt ri g seg ents t
image into separa ed regions based on their colo s. It
also localizes ea h region with a uniform color intensity.
Usually, a reflected area is adjacent to on or m r
non-reflected areas. Let R indicates the r fl c ed area.
Among all neighbors of R, the ne that h s th closest
similarity in chromaticity (H value) is chosen as the
best-fit region. Then, the average chromaticity value
among of the chosen segment i computed. Afterwards,
we re-scale th refl c ed area chromaticity valu to the
computed value.
Still, there is one small issue that needs to b c sid-
er d. Changing t e ch omaticity values of the reflec ion
surface often aus wrong color . In this case, if the
differenc b tween th reflected area value and th best-
fit region average v lue is larger than a certai thr sh-
old, the sha ow d area value is not changed. Finally, ll
remaining edges are smo th d with a Gaussian m sk.
The esult of this pr cess can b hown in Figure 3(c).
3 Headlight Reflection
The problem of headlight reflection usually occ rs in
low lighting conditions, such a at dusk or nighttime.
Figure 4 shows strong headlight reflection on the wet
road surface that causes unde irable and challe ging
problems.
In commo sens , the vehicle headlights p ssess the
highest intensity value in the image. Howev r, strong
refl ctions on he w t r ad surfac may have as high
intensity value as the headlights, a d hence greatly
det iorate the perform nce of traditional m thods.
This paper provid s a hea light detection and removal
method whi consists f two teps.
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Figure 3. Results from reflection detection and removal algorithm. (a) Original Image. (b) Detected reflected areas. (c) Reflection regions and
their neighbors. (d) Reflection removal.
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The proposed method is derived from an observation
that the reflected areas have different intensities, in term
of lightness, compared to non-reflected areas. In fact,
the intensity of a reflection is gradually increased from
dark to light. So, we can remove reflections by raising
the lightness of these areas to slightly match with non-
reflected ones while still preserving textures.
However, the intensity of non-reflected regions varies
greatly. Hence, this poses a problem of determining
a suitable intensity value to match with the reflected
area. In order to scope with this problem, a meanshift
filtering algorithm is applied on the H channel of
the input image. The meanshift filtering segments the
image into separated regions based on their colors. It
also lo alizes eac region wi h a uniform color intensity.
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fit region average value is larger than a certain thresh-
old, the shadowed area value is not changed. Finally, all
remaining edges are smoothed with a Gaussian mask.
The result of this process can be shown in Figure 3(c).
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that overcomes the previously described disadvantage.
The proposed method is derived from an observation
that the reflected areas have diff r nt intensitie , in t rm
of lightness, compared t non-reflected areas. In fact,
the intensity of a reflection is gradually increased from
dark to light. So, we can remove reflections by raising
the lightness of these areas to slightly match with non-
reflected ones while still preserving textures.
However, the intensity of n n-reflected regions varies
greatly. Hence, this poses problem of determining
a suitable intensity value to match with the reflected
area. In order to scope with this problem, a means ift
filtering alg rithm is applied on the H cha nel of
the input image. The meanshift filtering segments the
image into separated regions based on their colors. It
also lo alizes e ch region wi h a u iform color intensi y.
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best-fit region. Then, the averag chromaticity valu
among of the chosen segment is computed. Aft rwards,
we re-scale the reflecte area chromaticity value to the
computed value.
Still, there is on small issue that needs to be consid-
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surface often causes wrong colors. In thi case, if the
difference between the reflected area valu and the best-
fit region average value is lar er than cert in thresh-
old, the hadowed area value is not changed. Finally, all
remaining edges are smoothed with a Gaussian mask.
The result of this process can be sh wn in Figure 3(c).
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highest intensity value in t image. However, strong
reflections on th wet road surface may have as high
intensity value as the headlights, and hence gr tly
deteriorate the performance f traditional methods.
This paper provi es a headlight detection and removal
method which consists of two steps.
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that overcomes the previously described disadvantage.
The proposed method is derived from an observ ti n
that the reflected areas have different intensities, in te m
of lightness, compared to non-reflected areas. In fact,
the intensity of a reflection is gradually incre sed from
dark to light. S , we can remove reflections by raising
the lightness of these areas to slightly matc with non-
reflected ones while still preserving t xtures.
However, the int nsity of non-reflected gions varies
greatly. Hence, this poses a roblem of d termining
a suitable intensity value o match with the r flec ed
area. In order to scope with this p oblem, a meanshift
filtering lgorit m is applied on the H chann l of
the input image. The m ans ift filt ri g seg ents t
image int s para ed regions based on their colo s. It
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Usually, a reflected area is adjacent to on or m r
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similarity in chromaticity (H value) is chosen as the
best-fit region. Then, the average chromaticity value
among of the chosen segment i computed. Afterwards,
we re-scale th refl c ed area chromaticity valu to the
computed value.
Still, there is one small issue that needs to b c sid-
er d. Changing t e ch omaticity values of the reflec ion
surface often aus wrong color . In this case, if the
differenc b tween th reflected area value and th best-
fit region average v lue is larger than a certai thr sh-
old, the sha ow d area value is not changed. Finally, ll
remaining edges are smo th d with a Gaussian m sk.
The esult of this pr cess can b hown in Figure 3(c).
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The problem of headlight reflection usually occ rs in
low lighting conditions, such a at dusk or nighttime.
Figure 4 shows strong headlight reflection on the wet
road surface that causes unde irable and challe ging
problems.
In commo sens , the vehicle headlights p ssess the
highest intensity value in the image. Howev r, strong
refl ctions on he w t r ad surfac may have as high
intensity value as the headlights, a d hence greatly
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Figure 3. Results from reflection detection and removal algorithm. (a) Original Image. (b) Detected reflected areas. (c) Reflection regions and
their neighbors. (d) Reflection removal.
that overcomes the previously described disadvantage.
The proposed method is derived from an observation
that the reflected areas have different intensities, in term
of lightness, compared to non-reflected areas. In fact,
the intensity of a reflection is gradually increased from
dark to light. So, we can remove reflections by raising
the lightness of these areas to slightly match with non-
reflected nes while still preserving t xtures.
H ever, the intensity of n -reflected regio s varies
greatly. Hence, this poses a problem of determining
a suitable intensity value to match with the reflected
area. In order to scope with this problem, a meanshift
filtering algorithm is applied on the H channel of
the i pu imag . T e meanshift filteri g segment the
image into separated regions based on their colors. It
also localizes each region with a uniform color intensity.
Usually, a reflected area is adjacent to one or more
non-reflected areas. Let R indicates the reflected area.
Among all neighb rs of R, the one that has the closest
si ilarity in chromaticity (H value) is chos as the
best-fit region. Then, the average chromaticity value
among of the chosen segment is computed. Afterwards,
we re-scale the reflected area chromaticity value to the
computed value.
Still, there is one small issue that needs to be consid-
ered. Changing the chromaticity values of the reflection
surface often causes wrong colors. In this case, if the
difference between the reflected area value and the best-
fit region average value is larger than a certain thresh-
old, the shadowed area value is not changed. Finally, all
remaining edges are smoothed with a Gaussian mask.
The result of this process can be shown i Figure 3(c).
3 H t Reflection
The problem of headlight reflection usually occurs in
low lighting conditions, such as at dusk or nighttime.
Figure 4 shows strong headlight reflection on the wet
road surface that causes undesirable a d challenging
problems.
In common sense, the vehicle headlights possess the
highest intensity value in the image. However, strong
refl cti ns on the wet road surface may have as high
intensity value as the headlights, and hence greatly
deteriorate the performance of traditional methods.
This paper provides a headlight detection and removal
method which consists of two steps.
Firstly, we identify the headlights’ location. Based on
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ha overcomes th previously described disadvantage.
The proposed method is derived from an observation
that the reflected areas have diff r t intensitie , in t rm
of lightness, compared t non-reflected areas. In fact,
the intensity of a reflecti n is gradually increased from
dark to light. So, we can remove reflections by raising
the lightness of these areas to slightly match with non-
reflected ones while still preserving textures.
However, the intensity of n n-reflected region var es
greatly. Hence, this poses problem of determining
suitable int nsity value to match with the eflected
area. In order to scope with this problem, a means ift
filtering algorithm is applied on the H channel of
the input image. Th meanshift filt ri g segment the
imag into separate regions based on th ir colors. It
also localizes each region with a uniform color intensity.
Usually, a reflected area i adjacent to one or more
non-reflected areas. Let R indicates the reflected area.
Among all neighbors of R, the one that as the closest
similarity in chromaticity (H value) is chosen as the
best-fit region. Then, the averag chromaticity valu
among of the chosen segment is computed. Aft rwards,
we re-scale the reflected area chromaticity value to the
computed value.
Still, there is on small issue that needs to be consid-
ered. Changing the chromaticity values of the reflection
surface often causes wrong colors. In thi case, if the
difference between the reflected area valu and the best-
fit region average value is lar er than cert in thresh-
old, the hadowed area value is not changed. Finally, all
remaining edges are smoothed with a Gaussian mask.
The result f thi process can be sh wn in Figure 3(c).
3 Headlight Refl ction
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In comm n sens , the vehicle headlights possess the
highest intensity value in t image. However, strong
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intensity value as the headlights, and hen e gr tly
deteriorate the performance f traditional methods.
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that ov rcomes the previously described isadv ntage.
T e proposed met od is derived from an observ ti n
that the reflected areas have different intensities, in te m
of lightness, compared to non-reflected areas. In fact,
the inte sity of a reflection is gradually incre sed fro
dark to light. S , we can remove reflections by raising
the lightness of these areas to slightly matc with non-
reflected ones while still preserving t xtures.
However, the int nsity of non-reflected gions varie
reatly. Hence, t is poses a roblem of d termining
a suitabl intensity value match with the r fle ed
area. In order to scope with this p oblem, a meanshift
filtering algorithm is applied on the H channel of
he input image. The m ans ift filt ri g seg ents th
im ge into s para ed regio s based on their colo s. It
also localizes ea h region with a uniform color intensity.
Usually, a reflected area is adjacent to on or m r
non-reflected areas. Let R indicates the r fl c ed area.
A ong all neighbors of R, the ne that h s th closest
similarity in chromaticity (H value) is ch sen a the
best-fit region. Then, the average chromaticity value
among of the chosen segment i computed. Afterwards,
we re-scale th refl c ed area chromaticity valu to the
computed value.
Still, th re is one small issue that eeds to b c sid-
er d. Changing t e ch omaticity values of the reflec ion
surface often aus wrong color . In this case, if the
differenc b tween th reflected area value and th best-
fit region average v lue is larger than a certai thr sh-
old, the sha ow d area value is not changed. Finally, ll
remaining edges are smo th d with a Gaussian m sk.
The esult of this process can b hown in Figure 3(c).
3 Headligh Reflecti
The problem of headlight reflection usually occ rs in
low lighting conditions, such a at dusk or nighttime.
Figure 4 shows strong headlight reflection on the wet
road surface that c uses unde irable and challe ging
problems.
In commo sens , the vehicle headlights p ssess the
highest intensity value in the image. Howev r, strong
refl ctions on he w t r ad surfac may have as high
intensity value as the h adlights, a d hence greatly
det iorate t e perform nce of traditional m thods.
This paper provid s a hea light detection and removal
method whi consists f two teps.
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